
SKI ACADEMY 

WEEKLY SCHEDULE
TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY TIME SATURDAY

4.00 - 
5.00pm Discovery Beginner Discovery Beginner Discovery 8.30 - 

9.30pm
Snowboard
(8-11 y.o)

5.00 - 
6.00pm Intermediate Beginner Beginner Discovery Intermediate 9.30 - 

10.30pm
Snowboard
(12+ y.o)

Led by Coach Leo

Experience exhilarating ski conditions at Ski’N’Finite – Phuket’s first and only indoor skiing and snowboarding facility! Our 
state-of-the-art treadmill slopes are designed for beginners and experienced skiers alike and feature high quality ProS-
now® slopes with adjustable speed and steepness settings. No chairlifts, unpredictable weather or endless queues – just 
pure skiing fun!

076 606 204 bcisphuket.cominfo@bcisphuket.com

Discovery | 5 hours
•• Understand ski gear and 

safety requirements
•• Learn to put on and take off 
ski gear
•• Practice climbing and de-
scending training slopes
•• Learn mountaineering tech-
niques
•• Master speed control and 
stopping
•• Develop a sense of balance 
while sliding

THB 5,800

Beginner | 10 hours
•• Perform controlled plow on 

gentle slopes
•• Maintain balance while
sliding on and off the support 
bar
•• Ski in parallel with three dif-
ferent timing anticipations
•• Extend knees while skiing
•• Perform parallel breaking at
the bar
•• Edge both sides while skiing
at the bar

THB 11,600

Intermediate | 15 hours
•• Learn to ski confidently and
make turns on medium
slopes
•• Practice climbing and
descending training slopes
•• Master turning and skating
techniques
•• Improve speed and perform
maneuvers
•• Follow a slalom track at low
speed for at least 30 seconds.

THB 11,600

Advanced | 15 hours
•• Skate on flat terrain with
alternating leg pushes 
•• Turn ten times on medium 
slopes with parallel skis
•• Alternate between skids and
direct descents to perform 
festoons
•• Execute basic wedges and 
advanced pole sculls
•• Practice slaloming on a track
•• Gain comfort with making 
specific turns with and with-
out poles
THB 17,400

PACKAGES & PRICING


